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Book Bites
Wine of Violence by Priscilla Royal
It is late summer in the year 1270. Although the
Simon de Montfort rebellion is over, the smell of
death still hangs over the land. In the small priory of
Tyndal, the monks and nuns of the Order of Fontevraud long for a return to routine. Their hopes are
dashed, however, when the young and inexperienced Eleanor of Wynethorpe is appointed their new prioress. Only a
day after her arrival, a brutally murdered monk is found in
the cloister gardens, and Brother Thomas, a young priest
with a troubled past, arrives to bring her a more personal
grief.

NF Shackleton by Michael Smith
An extraordinary character and one of history’s
great explorers, Ernest Shackleton pioneered the
path to the South Pole over 100 years ago, becoming the dominant figure in Antarctic discovery. His incredible adventures on four expeditions to the
Antarctic have captivated generations. But Shackleton was
a flawed character whose chaotic private life, marked by
romantic affairs, unfulfilled ambitions, and failed business
ventures, contrasted with his celebrity status as the leading
explorer.

Boy, Snow, Bird by Helen Oyeyemi
In the winter of 1953, Boy Novak arrives by chance
Everyday is a Holiday by George Mahood
in a small town in Massachusetts, looking, she
George Mahood had a nice, easy, comfortable life.
believes, for beauty, the opposite of the life she’s
He had a job, a house, a wife and kids. But someleft behind in New York. She marries a local widthing was missing. He was stuck in a routine of
ower
and
becomes stepmother to his winsome daughter,
working, changing nappies and cleaning up cat sick.
Snow Whitman. A wicked stepmother is a creature Boy
He felt like he was missing out on a lot of what the
never imagined she’d become, but elements of the familiar
world had to offer. He then discovered that it was Bubble
Wrap Appreciation Day. The day after that was National Cur- tale of aesthetic obsession begin to play themselves out
when the birth of Boy’s daughter, Bird, exposes the Whitmudgeon Day, and the day after that was Inane Answering
man family secret.
Machine Message Day. In fact, the calendar is full of these
quirky, weird and wonderful events. He realized that somebody somewhere had created these holidays, believing that First Frost by Sarah Allen
they were important enough to warrant their own official day. It's October in Bascom, North Carolina, and autumn will not go quietly. As temperatures drop
and leaves begin to turn, the Waverley women
are made restless by the whims of their mischievous apple
B Victoria: A Life by A.N. Wilson
tree... and all the magic that swirls around it. But this year,
When Queen Victoria died in 1901, she had ruled
first frost has much more in store. Claire Waverley has
for nearly sixty-four years. She was a mother of
started a successful new venture, Waverley's Candies.
nine and grandmother of forty-two and the matriarch of royal Europe through her children’s marriages. To
many, Queen Victoria is a ruler shrouded in myth and mystique, an aging, stiff widow paraded as the figurehead to an
all-male imperial enterprise. But in truth, Britain’s longestreigning monarch was one of the most passionate, expressive, humorous and unconventional women who ever lived,
and the story of her life continues to fascinate.

Friday Book Bites..1st Friday
Central-10-11 am
Tuesday Book Bites..2nd Tuesday
Whittwood Branch-1 to 2 pm
Come and share or just listen
Enjoy refreshments provided by The Friends

.Daddy’s Gone A Hunting
by Mary Higgins Clark
The ashes reveal a startling and grisly discovery,
and provoke a host of suspicions and questions.
Was the explosion deliberately set? What was
Kate, tall, gorgeous, blond, a CPA for one of the
biggest accounting firms in the country, and sister of a rising fashion designer—doing in the museum when it burst
into flames? Why was Gus, a retired and disgruntled
craftsman, with her at that time of night? What if someone
isn’t who he claims to be? Now Gus is dead, and Kate lies
in the hospital badly injured and in a coma, so neither can
tell what drew them there, or what the tragedy may have to
do with the hunt for a young woman missing for many
years, nor can they warn that somebody may be covering
his tracks, willing to kill to save himself.
Haunted by Kay Hooper
Trinity Nichols left a high-stress job for a quiet,
small-town life in Sociable, Georgia. But a string of
missing women in the area has left the town on
edge. And then, a man is found dead right in town.
There is nothing remotely ordinary about how he
died, or about the prime suspect—a terrified young woman. Soon, Trinity’s investigation will yield much more than
she bargained for. A group of strangers has descended on
Sociable, some with abilities Trinity finds hard to believe,
and agendas she refuses to trust. For some reason, they
know a lot more than they should about the strange events
in town. And what’s happening in Sociable is growing
stranger by the minute.
The Doll House by Tania Carver
From the outside, the house was unremarkable.
Just one of many on an ordinary, suburban estate.
But inside was a different matter. With pink ribbons
and pink walls, stuffed toy animals everywhere and
a dining table laid out for a tea party, it was a doll's
house. The doll was sitting at the table. Life size, with
blonde, pigtailed hair and rosy red cheeks, dressed in her
best pink party dress. Her finger and thumb curled round
the handle of a fine china teacup. An adult woman. Covered in blood. In all his years on the force, Detective Inspector Phil Brennan has never encountered a scene like
it. As he investigates he uncovers more bizarre revelations
and knows that he must act fast.

Flesh and Blood by Patricia Cornwell
Dr. Kay Scarpetta is about to head to Miami for a
vacation when she notices seven pennies on a
wall behind their home. Is this a kids' game? If
so, why are all of the coins dated 1981 and so
shiny they could be newly minted? Then she
learns there's been a homicide five minutes away. A
high school teacher was shot with uncanny precision as
he unloaded groceries from his car. Yet no one heard or
saw a thing. Soon more victims surface. There is no
pattern to indicate where the killer will strike next.
The Girl Next Door by Ruth Rendell
In this assured novel of psychological suspense from Diamond Dagger Award–winner
Rendell (The St. Zita Society), a gruesome
discovery jolts a group of friends and acquaintances who grew up outside London during WWII. Two people’s hands, severed and interred
inside a cookie tin, are unearthed at a former construction site where they once hid and schemed. At the center of the now aged clique is the “girl next door,” Daphne Jones, ever envied and admired.
The Bishop’s Wife by Mette Ivie Harrison
Linda Wallheim is a devout Mormon, the
mother of five boys and the wife of a bishop.
But Linda is increasingly troubled by her
church’s structure and secrecy, especially as
a disturbing situation takes shape in her ward.
One cold winter night, a young wife and mother named Carrie Helm disappears, leaving behind everything she owns. As Linda snoops in the Helm family’s
circumstances, she becomes convinced that Jared has
murdered his wife and painted himself as a wronged
husband.
Lethal Legacy by Linda Fairstein
When Assistant District Attorney Alex Cooper
is summoned to Tina Barr's apartment on
Manhattan's Upper East Side, she finds a
neighbor convinced that the young woman was
assaulted. But the terrified victim, a conservator of rare books and maps, refuses to cooperate with
investigators.

The DaLai Lama’s Cat by David Michie
Starving and pitiful, a mud-smeared kitten is rescued from the slums of New Delhi and transported to a life she could have never imagined. In a
beautiful sanctuary overlooking the snow-capped
Himalayas, she begins her new life as the Dalai
Lama’s cat. Warmhearted, irreverent, and wise,
this cat of many names opens a window to the inner
sanctum of life in Dharamsala. A tiny spy observing the
constant flow of private meetings between His Holiness
and everyone from Hollywood celebrities to philanthropists to self-help authors, the Dalai Lama’s cat provides
us with insights on how to find happiness and meaning
in a busy, materialistic world. Her story will put a smile
on the face of anyone who has been blessed by the
kneading paws and bountiful purring of a cat.
Jefferson’s Sons by Kimberly Bradley
This story of Thomas Jefferson's children by one
of his slaves, Sally Hemings, tells a darker piece
of America's history from an often unseen perspective-that of three of Jefferson's slavesincluding two of his own children. As each child
grows up and tells his story, the contradiction between
slavery and freedom becomes starker, calliing into question the real meaning of "life, liberty, and the pursuit of
happiness." This poignant story sheds light on what life
was like as one of Jefferson's invisible offspring.
Murder Room by P.D. James
The heir to London's Dupayne Museum has
died in a suspicious fire and it's up to Commander Dalgliesh to crack the case in this
mystery based on the best-selling novel by
author P.D. James. It seems that the infernal
crime bears a striking resemblance to a notorious case
from the Murder Room, and though Commander Dalgliesh soon begins to make headway in solving the difficult crime, the strain that the case is having on his relationship with Emma is only exceeded by the endless
hours he's been putting into the investigation.

Elena Ferrante..The Neopolitan Trilogy
My Brillant Friend...The story begins in the 1950s, in
a poor but vibrant neighborhood on the outskirts of
Naples. Growing up on these tough streets the two
girls learn to rely on each other ahead of anyone or
anything else. Elena and Lila remain best friends
whose respective destinies are reflected and refracted in the other. They are likewise the embodiments of a nation undergoing momentous change.
Through the lives of these two women, Ferrante tells the
story of a neighborhood, a city, and a country as it is transformed in ways that, in turn, also transform the relationship
between her protagonists, the unforgettable Elena and Lila.

Story of a New Name...The second book, featuring
the two friends Lila and Elena. The two protagonists are now in their twenties. Marriage appears
to have imprisoned Lila. Meanwhile, Elena continues her journey of self-discovery. The two
young women share a complex and evolving
bond that brings them close at times, and drives them
apart at others. Each vacillates between hurtful disregard
and profound love for the other. With this complicated and
meticulously portrayed friendship at the center of their
emotional lives, the two girls mature into women, paying
the cruel price that this passage exacts.

Those Who Leave and Those Who Stay…
In this third Neapolitan novel, Elena and Lila
have become women. Lila married at sixteen
and has a young son; she has left her husband
and the comforts her marriage brought and now
works as a common laborer. Elena has left the
neighborhood, earned her college degree, and
published a successful novel. Both women have attempted
and are pushing against the walls of a prison that would
have seen them living a life of misery, ignorance and submission. Yet they are still very much bound to each other
by a strong, unbreakable bond.

Winners by Danielle Steel
Lily Thomas is an aspiring ski champion training
for the Olympics, a young woman with her heart set
on winning the gold. But in one moment, Lily’s future is changed forever, her hopes for the Olympics
swept away in a tragic accident. Dr. Jessie Matthews, the neurosurgeon who operates on her that night,
endures a tragedy of her own, and instantly becomes the
sole support of her four young children, while her own future hangs in the balance. Bill, Lily’s father, has pinned all
his hopes on his only daughter, his dreams now shattered.
Other lives will entwine themselves with theirs.
Bad Luck and Trouble by Lee Child
From a helicopter high above the California desert, a man is sent free-falling into the night . . .
and Jack Reacher is plunged into the heart of a
conspiracy that is killing old friends. Reacher has
no phone, no address, no ties. But a woman from
his former military unit has found him using a signal only
the eight members of their elite team would know. Then
she tells him about the brutal death of one of their own.
Soon they learn of the sudden disappearance of two other
comrades. But Reacher won’t give up—because in a world
of bad luck and trouble, when someone targets Jack
Reacher and his team, they’d better be ready for what
comes right back at them.

So, Anyway by John Cleese
Cleese was just days away from graduating Cambridge and setting off on a law career when he
was visited by two BBC executives, who offered
him a job writing comedy for radio. That fateful
moment, and a near-simultaneous offer to take his
university humor revue to London’s famed West End—
propelled him down a different path, cutting his teeth writing for stars like David Frost and Peter Sellers, and eventually joining the five other Pythons to pioneer a new kind of
comedy that prized invention, silliness, and absurdity.
Along the way, he found his first true love with the actress
Connie Booth and transformed himself from a reluctant
performer to a world class actor and back again.

The Ghost of the Mary Celeste
by Valerie Martin
1872: the American merchant vessel Mary Celeste
is discovered adrift off the coast of Spain. Her cargo is intact and there is no sign of struggle, but her crew
has disappeared, never to be found. As news of the derelict
ghost ship spreads, the Mary Celeste captures imaginations around the world, from a Philadelphia spiritualist medium named Violet Petra to an unknown young writer
named Arthur Conan Doyle. In a haunted, death-obsessed
age, the Mary Celeste is by turns a provocative mystery, an
inspiration to creativity, and the tragic story of a family
doomed by the sea. Based on actual events, spanning
seas and continents, life and death, The Ghost of the Mary
Celeste is a spellbinding exploration of love, nature, and
the fictions that pass as truth.
Guests on Earth by Lee Smith
It’s 1936 when orphaned thirteen-year-old Evalina
Toussaint is admitted to Highland Hospital, a
mental institution in Asheville, North Carolina,
known for its innovative treatments for nervous
disorders and addictions. Taken under the wing of
the hospital’s most notable patient, Zelda Fitzgerald, Evalina witnesses cascading events that lead up to the tragic
fire of 1948 that killed nine women in a locked ward, Zelda
among them. Author Lee Smith has created, through a
seamless blending of fiction and fact, a mesmerizing novel
about a world apart—in which art and madness are luminously intertwined.

Notes...

